GEORGIA TECH PRIORITIES

» Secure $30.7 million for Tech Square Phase III project
Part 1 funding will begin the construction for a new complex on the north corner of West Peachtree and Fifth Streets. Initial programming envisions a two-tower complex, which will contain graduate and executive education for the Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business and the H. Milton Stewart School of Industrial and Systems Engineering.

» Strengthen state partnerships to promote economic development
  • Georgia Smart - The Georgia Smart Communities Challenge at Georgia Tech increases resources available to both metro and rural communities across the state to enhance infrastructure through technology-based solutions.
  • ATRP - The Agricultural Technology Research Program develops transformational innovations for food manufacturing and environmental sustainability to support the growth of agribuisness across Georgia.

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM PRIORITIES

» Secure $75 million in new Formula Funds for enrollment growth to be shared among all USG institutions.

» Secure $70 million in Major Repair and Rehabilitation Funds to repair aging facilities across the System.
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